
SanDisk® X110 SSDs, based on 
19nm MLC NAND flash, bring all 
the benefits and speed of high 
performance SSDs to ultrabooks, 
notebooks and desktops at a 
competitive price.

The storage device can be used 
as either a standalone or as a 
caching solution in a dual drive 
configuration. In both situations, 
X110 SSDs provide superior 
performance over the standalone 
hard disk drive, meeting Intel® 
Ultrabook® performance 
requirements. The SanDisk X110 
SSD is offered in a 2.5” and 
customized form factors, taking 
full advantage of the SATA 6 Gb/s 
high performance interface.

High performance.  
Enhanced user experience.
SanDisk X110 SSDs have high  
read/write performance to  
support daily computing uses  
that require enhanced multitasking 
capabilities. Uses like email, Web 
browsing, music, and virus scans. 
Without the ability to handle a 
high mixture of sequential and 
random read/write patterns,  
user experience can be 
significantly impacted. 

The X110 SSDs address these 
issues by implementing a 
tiered caching technology — a 
hierarchical three storage layer 
architecture that directs data 
pattern streams to one of the  
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Specifications subject to change without notice.
1 1GB = 1,000,000,000 bytes. Actual user capacity less. 
2 Approximations based on an industry metric, introduced by SanDisk, that 

quantifies how much data can be written to a SSD in its lifespan expressed 
in terabytes written (TBW). Data is written using typical PC transfer size, 
written at a constant rate over the life of the SSD and data is retained for at 
least 1 year upon TBW exhaustion. Based on SanDisk internal measurements, a 
typical client PC user writes 4 GB/day.

3 Based on internal testing; performance may vary depending upon drive 
capacity, host device, OS and application. 1 megabyte (MB) = 1   million bytes.

4 Typical power with DIPM enabled.
5 Typical power for 256GB product.
6 Average (typical) power while running MobileMarkTM 2007 @ 3.3V. X110 is 

configured with Device Initiated Power Management (DIPM) enabled and Host 
Initiated Power Management (HIPM) enabled.

7 MTBF – mean time Between failures based on part stress analysis.
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SanDisk® X110 SSD Product Features and Specifications        
Specifications are preliminary and subject to change       

device                 SanDisk X110 SSD

form factor        mSATA

Interface  sata revision 3.1 (6 gb/s) backward compatible to  
 sata revision 2.0 (3 gb/s) and sata revision 1.0 (1.5 gb/s)

capacity (Gb)1  32, 64, 128, 256

performance3                           32gB            64gB           128gB            256gB

seq. read (mb/s)                    460              495               515                 515

seq. write (mb/s)                   80                 155                310                465

ran. read 4k IOps                 54.5k            77k                81k                81k

ran write 4k IOps                 18.5k             36k                47k               51.5k  

Endurance2 tbw                    40<               80<               80<              80<                              

mtbf7          Up to 2,000,000 hours

size  29.85mm x 50.80mm x 3.6mm (msata)    

weight  32, 64gB: 6.0±0.5gr   128, 256gB: 7.0±0.5gr

 power consumption

dc supply  3.3v ± 5% 

slumber power mode (typical)4 80mW

devslp power mode (typical)5 4.8mW

average active power (typical)6  85mw

Other

Operating temperatures  0°C to 70°C

storage temperatures  -55°C to 85°C

acoustic Noise  0dB

certifications fCC, Ce, ul, ulc, tuv, kC, Bsmi, aCa, vCCi

warranty                                                        5 years

three most suitable layers:  
volatile cache (DDr Dram), 
nCache™ (a non-volatile flash write 
cache), or mass storage (mlC nanD 
flash). the data pattern streams 
are then monitored and rearranged 
by a proprietary innovative multi-
streaming feature that reduces 
fragmentation and improves 
locality of data. This enables fast 
user response, no stuttering, better 
multitasking capabilities, and 
significantly improves the drive’s 
long-term data endurance2, ensuring 
an enhanced user experience.

low power consumption.  
longer battery life.
The SanDisk X110 SSDs employ a low 
power architecture that significantly 
reduces the power consumed 
by devices in low power modes, 
allowing users to extend the charge 
cycles of the battery, which is highly 
desired by mobility applications.

contact information
businesspartners@sandisk.com

ordering information

SanDisk is a trademark of SanDisk Corporation, registered in the United States 
and other countries. nCache is a trademark of SanDisk Corporation.  Other 
brand names mentioned herein are for identification purposes only and may 
be the trademarks of their respective holder(s).

Description P/N

SanDisk X110 mSATA SSD 32GB SD6SF1M-032G-1022

SanDisk X110 mSATA SSD 64GB SD6SF1M-064G-1022

SanDisk X110 mSATA SSD 128GB SD6SF1M-128G-1022

SanDisk X110 mSATA SSD 256GB SD6SF1M-256G-1022


